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THE "CRISIS" 
O F  THE WELFARE STATE 
F R A N C E S C  R O C A  L E C T U R E R .  U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  B A R C E L O N A  
certain parallel can be drawn between protection. In twenty years, the volume and 
the emergence of the Welfare State and intensity of the use of the Welfare State's 
the construction of the democratic services in health, education, culture, 
states. So long as suffrage i s  restricted, assistance and information have 
the Welfare State i s  non-existent. When multiplied, because there has been a 
suffrage becomes universal (first, male growing realisation (both individual 
and adult; later, female; finally, young), and collective) that it i s  possible to live 
the parties aspiring to represent the better and in better conditions. With less 
interests of the maiority include pain. 
amongst their proposals the financing, The increase in demand has not had a 
and therefore universalization, of social corresponding simultaneous increase in 
security. financing. The middle classes, seduced by 
In fact a chain reaction takes place. A the "conservative revolution", prefer to pay 
certain rate of economic growth makes less taxes (and, on the other hand, to pay 
advanced democracies possible -and stable-, more premiums, more doctors, more private surveillance, 
democracies create the Welfare State, social Welfare has more sessions with the psychoanalyst: they prefer the 
a favourable influence on the economy because young security guard to the local policeman and the private 
people, women, the sick, unemployed, pensioners and garden to the public park). If the Welfare State's income 
retired can become "economic subiects" -the effective does not grow, services have to be reduced. This i s  the 
demand i s  therefore increased. The countries that have "crisis". But it isn't an inexorable, inevitable, unstoppable 
led the field in welfare policies are the ones in which crisis. It's the result of the decision not to pay more and 
economic growth and democratic liberties have provided to vote for those parties who say they won't make people 
a mutual stimulus -in other words, the countries of pay more and that the individual, private solution is  the 
Central and Northern Europe. The great financia1 best. 
instrument of the Welfare State i s  personal income tax. However, in the mid-term, as the middle classes grow, 
lncome has to grow so that this tax makes sense. because of the strong upward mobility (possible precisely 
Of course, there are other options. Contribution to a thanks to the Welfare State), the "crisis" will gradually 
pension fund or subscription of private insurance policies. fade, because everyone will once more be keen to protect 
Historically, contribution -voluntary or obligatory- i s  the the young, the sick, the maimed, the disabled, the old, 
first option. Nevertheless, it's limited to certain companies since neither the market nor the family can do so 
or sectors. It i s  not universal. Only wage earners decently. 
contribute. Neither small farmers, nor women, nor young Catalonia has played a special part in the construction of 
people, nor small businessmen, etc. do so. Contributions the Welfare State. The founder and first director of the 
to mutual benefit societies, funds or institutes may yield state organisation "Instituto Nacional de Prevision" (INP) 
pensions, but will hardly build hospitals, schools, houses, was the Catalan Josep Maluquer i Salvador, influenced 
reception centres and information services. Individual by a range of sources, from the regionalist Enric Prat de 
private insurance schemes are good (though not always) la Riba to the socialist Antoni Fabra Ribas. 
for the subscriber, and (especially) for the large insurance The INP made its structures autonomous: in Catalonia the 
companies. But children, young people, the disabled or administration of public insurance was entrusted between 
long-term patients or old people can not afford to take 191 O and 1939 to the Caixa de Pensions savings bank 
out private insurance. (directed successively by Francesc Moragas and Josep M. 
Why i s  there talk in the nineties of a "crisis" i f  there Boix). 
wasn't in the seventies, when the economic crisis was The Franco regime discontinued the agreement and 
really important? In twenty years there have been centralized the INP. Until the democratic transition, the 
considerable changes: on one hand, they have meant Welfare State was very weak. It grew, slowly, in a move 
improvements in production and a reduction in routine to satisfy a growing social demand. From 1975 to 1995 
work; on the other, they have meant the presence of it has grown considerably, thanks to Catalan and Spanish 
unemployment. And the increase in unemployment slows political forces. Here and now, the crisis i s  not a crisis of 
down wage increases, but triggers off a demand for maturity: it i s  a crisis of growth. O 
